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Data Resolu�on Workflow in REDCap 
 

Data queries are common in any project where more than one person is involved in data entry, data 
quality valida�on, or data export. Someone might ques�on a response if it looks unusual or unexpected, 
for example, if a follow-up response does not match a prior entry. In this case, there might be an 
exchange of emails or messages between the data entry personnel and the researcher conduc�ng the 
data quality check. These exchanges are o�en hard to refer back to a�erwards, and the valida�on 
process can be lost from the record. 

REDCap’s data resolu�on workflow offers a formal method of managing and documen�ng data queries 
in REDCap. It allows queries regarding a par�cular data point to be ini�ated, responded to, and resolved 
by assigning point persons for each task. 

Enabling and using data resolu�on workflow in REDCap 
1. Select ‘Project Setup’ from project main page. 

 

2. Scroll down, and in ‘Enable op�onal modules and customiza�ons’ select ‘Addi�onal 
Customiza�ons.’ 
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3. In the pop-up window, ensure that the box is checked for ‘Enable the field comment log or data 
resolu�on workflow (data queries), and next to ‘Enable’, select ‘Data resolu�on Workflow’ from 
the drop down menu. 

 

4. Close out of the confirma�on window lis�ng the next steps. 

 

5. Select ‘User Rights’ under ‘Applica�ons’ on the far le� on the project main page.  
6. Click on the username, and then select ‘Edit User Privileges.’ 
7. Edit user privileges in the ‘Date Resolu�on Workflow’ sec�on that now appears. 
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8. The conversa�on bubble that exists next to each survey ques�on now has ‘query’ capabili�es. 

 

9. Begin a query and assign it to a designated user. 

 

10. In the survey, the bubble next to the response now has a red exclama�on through it indica�ng a 
query has been opened and a response is needed. 
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11. The new ‘Resolve issues’ sec�on under ‘Applica�ons’ on the far le� on the project main page 
allows the designated user to respond to the query.  

 
12. Designated user responds to the query.  

 

13. The bubble now contains a blue exclama�on mark. 
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14. Clicking on the bubble allows a third user to close and resolve the query. 

 

15. The bubble next to survey response now has a green checkmark indica�ng a resolved query. 
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